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Imagine organizing a league of multisport athletes like Deion Sanders, Bo Jackson, and Michael Jordan. You would
have great competition, but it would be difficult to decide what game to play. With today's new and extraordinarily
flexible communications technologies, a similar challenge of choice is facing the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC or Commission) today. Indeed, at age sixty, the Commission is in the unfamiliar position of being able to
choose, or not choose, among myriad services that could be offered in the same spectrum. The quintessential example
of this technological dilemma is the technology developed in the United States for advanced television (ATV) service,
including high-definition television (HDTV).

As recently as 1987, the United States was not a major force in ATV technology. The FCC recognized, however, that
developments in advanced television technology in Japan and Europe could affect U.S. broadcasting. Accordingly, the
Commission set aside spectrum within the existing broadcast bands to give licensees a "second channel" on which to
offer ATV and established an all-industry Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service (which I have been
honored to chair) to assist it in establishing a new television standard for the country.

Japan, led by its broadcasting company NHK, already had built and demonstrated HDTV equipment. Japanese
concerns had been working for nearly twenty years on a high quality system to replace existing National Television
Systems Committee (NTSC) television technology, which was designed in the United States in the late 1930s and
early 1940s, and improved, also in the United States, with color about a decade later. Western European governments
and companies also were moving rapidly with their well-funded HDTV projects which, as in Japan, were focused on
simply replacing current TV with much higher quality satellite-based technology. The Advisory Committee was
charged with finding and recommending ATV technology that was appropriate for the more challenging terrestrial
broadcasting environment.

Initially, the Committee received twenty-three ATV system proposals, all of which featured analog transmission
techniques similar to those being developed in Japan and Europe. Through proponent mergers and attrition, this
number soon was reduced to a handful. In April 1990, the Commission decided that the new, higher quality, terrestrial
ATV service would be HDTV, not some sort of enhanced NTSC service. However, available HDTV technology at that
time was not flexible; it could provide advanced pictures and sound, but little else. Shortly thereafter, one of the
remaining system proponents, General Instrument Corporation, modified its proposal to incorporate all-digital
transmission. Three of the other four remaining systems quickly adopted this technological advance, with only NHK
retaining its original analog transmission format. All five systems then were subjected to an exacting program of
laboratory tests conducted under Advisory Committee supervision at sophisticated technical facilities.

Based on the results of these tests, the Committee decided that the four digital transmission systems were superior to
the NHK proposal, which thereafter was eliminated from consideration. In just a few years, the United States had
progressed from a non-player to a potential world leader in advanced television technology. Despite the success of the
four all-digital systems, it was clear that all of them had technical shortcomings that required further development. The
Advisory Committee then gave the proponents a critical choice: to undergo an expensive second round of testing
focusing on improvements that each system had proposed or, alternatively, to merge their proposals into a single,
unified system.

The latter option was preferable from three standpoints. First, the systems were becoming more alike as they learned
from each other's technical advances, making the Advisory Committee's eventual task of selecting between them both
more problematic and more likely subject to challenge and resulting delay. Second, the process of retesting was certain
to be expensive and time-consuming for all concerned. Finally, and most significantly, a single system encompassing
the best features of various proposals might lead to the development of a truly superior technology. Accordingly, the
Advisory Committee encouraged talks between the proponents which, in May 1993, resulted in the formation of a so-



called "Grand Alliance."

At the time, I made clear to the Alliance members that they should not present the Advisory Committee with an
inflexible, technical fait accompli and that the Committee's work had been, and must remain, a public process. After
detailed discussions between the Committee and the Alliance extending over a number of months, a modified (and, I
believe, considerably enhanced) system proposal was developed.

One of the most significant outcomes of this Advisory Committee-Grand Alliance dialogue was an agreement on a
packetized data transport system, which allows the transmission of virtually any combination of video, audio, and data.
The transport system arranges digital data into discrete groups called packets and labels each packet before
transmission. At the receiver, packets are routed to specific desired applications according to the instructions in their
labels. This highly flexible HDTV system has capabilities that extend far beyond what the FCC could have envisioned
in 1990.

With a capability sometimes called "dynamic allocability," the Grand Alliance HDTV system can take advantage of
the packet-based flexibility to transmit prodigious amounts of data during an HDTV program. The Alliance video
compression subsystem sends only the picture information that is necessary to define the changes from one frame to
the next. Thus, scenes with limited motion require little of the system's roughly twenty megabits per second payload
data capacity. More data can be transmitted during lulls in the main video action. The packets containing such
information simply are labelled as data, not HDTV video.

For example, while watching a baseball game, a fan could choose to have the set simultaneously display the statistics
of the batter, the results of other games, stock market reports, or a local weather report. Such options could be
controlled via on-screen interfaces. Other uses of the dynamic allocability feature could be completely unrelated to the
television aspect of the broadcast. For example, at the same time that an HDTV program is being shown, a grocery
store chain could broadcast data describing new inventory or price lists of all of its local outlets in a matter of a few
seconds. Alternatively, a kind of paging service could be established that would transmit messages while HDTV is
being broadcast.

In addition, utilizing a so-called "dynamic scalability" feature, the Grand Alliance HDTV system is capable of
simultaneously offering several standard-definition, NTSC-quality television programs. Some broadcasters believe that
the additional revenues-which could be generated from multiple programs shown during limited times of the day or
from shows where high quality pictures are less important (for example, talk shows)-could help finance the
introduction of HDTV for sports, prime-time programming, and movies.

These kinds of flexibility-dynamic allocability (ancillary or unrelated data) or dynamic scalability (multiple lower-
resolution programs)-are not possible without a digital HDTV system operating on the second channel. The current
NTSC analog television system cannot support such flexible use of the spectrum.

The Commission's options in this area are varied but perplexing. It could decide to give broadcasters total flexibility in
the use of the second channel. If so, the question arises: given the FCC's new-found affinity for spectrum auctions,
would the agency demand some payment by the industry for the additional frequencies? Currently, the Commission's
policy is that making a second channel available to existing broadcasters would be in the public interest in order to
maintain current NTSC service on the first channel while allowing the transition to higher quality advanced television
on the second channel. Complete flexibility, including the possible elimination of HDTV service in favor of more
revenue-producing alternative services, might dictate a different result.(note 1)

Alternatively, the Commission could opt to require that a certain portion of the broadcast day be devoted initially to
HDTV programming. After a fair trial period, if the public demonstrates little interest in such a new service, this
requirement could be eliminated.

My own judgment is that broadcasters should be granted some flexibility in the use of the second channel. By so
doing, the government would be promoting new service to the consumer and also giving licensees the opportunity to
earn revenues to support what clearly will be an expensive transition to digital broadcasting. However, I believe that
such flexibility should not preclude HDTV broadcasting. This would be an abandonment of the Commission's



principal justification for reserving the additional channel for over-the-air service against myriad other possible uses. It
also would deprive the American television viewers of an opportunity to decide whether they really want higher
quality reception.(note 2)

Digital transmission technology provides the FCC with the flexibility to make crucial public interest determinations. In
this instance, the agency's spectrum choice can facilitate the public's service choice.

*******

Notes

*The Author, a former Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, is a partner in the Washington,
D.C., firm of Wiley, Rein & Fielding. His associate Paul E. Misener assisted in writing this Essay. Return to text

1. The technology for flexible service use is not free, of course; it will be just as expensive as meeting the FCC's
HDTV implementation requirements. Indeed, broadcasters must invest in HDTV technology to obtain this
flexibility. Return to text

2. This is especially true for larger screen television sets, which are the fastest-growing segment of the receiver
market. Return to text
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